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Module 3: Find Dream Clients 
 
A great way to start finding dream clients at the early stages of your business are 
to connect with people you already know, also known as, your warm market.  
 
Warm Market – Key Prosperity Path 
 
Defining your warm market 
 

1. Friends and family and friends and family of friends and family (2 degrees 
of separation between you and your clients) 

2. Groups you are already a part of, online and in-person. 
3. Classes you have taken 
4. Networking groups. 
5. Social media following - includes friends and followers. 
6. People who come to your talks and workshops - online and in-person. 
7. Your growing mailing list 

 
Your warm market is way bigger than you think, and you can keep expanding it! 
 
Here are some common misconceptions about warm market 
 

1. Assuming that you don’t know anyone who needs your services. 
 

 2. It’s a source of clients, affiliates, referrals and a miraculous web of 
connections.  
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 3. At least $30K in sales opportunities within your warm market if not 
more; I know a guy did over $900K with this strategy combined with high-end 
sales. 
 
It’s Time to Consciously Connect to Everyone You Know and Share Your 
Enthusiasm About Your New Work 
 
What comes up for you when I say that?  
 
Common fears & resistance to approaching your warm market.  
 

1. Concern about being pushy or even feeling pushy. 
 

2. Weirds you out to feel like you have some sort of hidden agenda you 
aren’t telling them about. 

 
3. Don’t want to feel like you are trying to sell them something they didn’t ask 

for. 
 

4. Guilt about connecting with them, kind of like you are using them in some 
way. 

 
Your fears are understandable!  And, you can get over them, if you want to. Are 
you willing? 
 
Get into the right energy for calls / connection 
 

1. Pre-call / connection ritual - can be anywhere from 1 minute to 30 minutes. 

2. Caress with your breath - The fear, the discomfort, the lack of ease, the 
weird feelings before an important call - caress them with your breath. 

3. Be a space of deep listening. 

4. Follow your intuition. 

Your mindset comes from your energy. Key ways to shift your energy. 
 
Key Mindset Shifts 
 

1. Marketing, sales and connection as service. 

2. If you could actually help the person, it’s a disservice to not offer your gifts 
to someone. 

3. It’s your dharma, your divine duty, to share your calling with those who 
need it 

If you can really integrate and adopt these beliefs, it will hugely improve your 
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success rate. 

The biggest mistake most women make in approaching warm market (and in 
business overall) is not believing in themselves! 
 
Brand Hero Interview 

1. Market research with dream clients – covered this in the last module. 

2. Use the template as a guide in combination with your intuition. 

3. Always ask questions live; don’t ever send questions for a written 
response - this is the difference between process working or not. 

4. What you’re trying to tune into with the questions is why would they buy 
and why wouldn’t they.  

5. Need to read between the lines - there’s often a difference between what 
people are saying and what they really mean; must get to heart and soul 
of what the person is saying. 

This is one of my favorite and most useful tools! 

Brand hero interviews help you to hone $1K problems that are urgent and 
important enough for people to invest in.  

1. You will find out from those people: 
a. What problems are they really having?   
b. Are there people in your immediate life that you can help?  
c. How urgently are people willing to invest in solving that problem? 
d. Do they know anyone who you might be able to help? 
e. Their thoughts on content ideas, titles, product names? 

 
2. If you aren’t sure of niche, narrow it to 3 niches and do 3 brand hero 

interviews with dream clients in each of those niches.  
 

3. Brand hero interviews are more an art than a science. 

Possible Results - Brand Hero 

1) My clients and I have gotten unexpected clients: 

a) I have interviewed mentors and had them hire me.  
b) I’ve had people ask, in the middle of a brand hero interview, if they can 

talk to me about working together more deeply (if this happens to you, set 
up a separate conversation to discuss, especially if you said “pitch free”). 

c) Students in my last training got interviews with influencers in their 
industries and established high level relationships.  

d) Other people have filled programs using this technique. 

2) You can get great referrals and affiliate relationships. 
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3) Hands down, this is the best technique to get started in talking to your warm 
market. 

Finding people for brand hero interviews 

1) Think of who you know who might be a dream client - ask them if they will do 
one with you. 

2) There may already be an FB group full of your dream clients. 

3) Post on FB personal page or in FB groups with a description of your dream 
client and say you’re doing market research for a new product or course you 
are creating. 

4) Free gifts in exchange for their time usually aren’t necessary, but you can 
offer them if you like. 

5) You can tell them it’s pitch free. 

Keep looking. You will find them! 

Homeplay: Brand Hero Interviews 
Do at least 10 Brand Hero Interviews. Write down the names of 10 people right 
now. 

Or, write how you plan to find those 10 people. If 10 feels really overwhelming to 
you, start with 5.  

Connection Calls 

• It truly is a call just to connect, catch up and see if you can be of service to 
each other.   

• I usually set them up to last 30 minutes. Sometimes, they go longer.  

• Sometimes it ends up just being a fun way to catch up with an old friend. 

• Sometimes, it can turn into something more.  

The only agenda is authentic connection. 

Who do you talk to? 

• Close friends 
• Family 
• Anyone you know who might be a good candidate for your work 
• Anyone you know who is plugged into a network of people, some of whom 

may need your work.  
 

What do you say to them to invite them to a connection call? 

• Insert point of connection  
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• Awesome seeing you at this event, really enjoyed chatting with you … 

• Really liked your response to my FB post …  

• I’d love to learn more about what you’re up to and explore if there is any 
synergy to support each other. Can you hop on a quick call? 8 out of 10 
times, you will get a yes 

Asking for a connection call: 

1) I’d love to learn more about what you’re up to and explore if there is any 
synergy to support each other.  

2) Can you hop on a quick call? 8 out of 10 times, you will get a yes! 

3) For thousands of years, this is the way brick and mortar businesses have 
grown - let’s not get away from what has worked. Prosperous Coach also 
suggests this kind of method. 

4) With all internet marketing, high touch really stands out; don’t be afraid to be 
intimate. People are yearning for connection!  

Connections calls are easy to request.  

Create Captivating Connection Calls 
1) Make it all about them, and give value to them. It’s not a strategy … it’s an 

actual relationship building exercise - want to genuinely know about them. 
See how you can help and support. As they share, you can also tune into 
how you can make what you are doing relatable to them. 

2) Say to them: “How can I support you? What do you need support with? If I 
can introduce you to someone or provide a resource, I’m happy to.”  Then, 
listen.  

3) At some point, they will say: “Enough about me. What about you? What are 
you up to?  How can I support you?”  

4) Then, say your version of your what I do statement  

Connection calls are really about mutual support and giving. 

If potential interest;  

1) If they say to you: “What about me? I’m interested.”  

2) Then, you say your version of: “I’d love to take you through my (Sexy name 
of your session), where I walk you through my process. And, if there are 
some ways to help you get from where you are to where you want to be, 
cool. If not, that’s fine too. I think I can help. I don’t know, but I think I can. 
Do you want to schedule a 45-60 minute call to explore that? 

3) This applies to anytime you get potential interest from a Connection Call, 
Brand Hero, or something else. 
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Daring Homeplay: Connection Calls 
Reach out to 5 new people every day to see if they want to connect.  
 
Write down at least 5 people and up to 25 people you will reach out to next week. 
Perhaps it’s time to extend energy outward into the web of connection  
 
If you’re in a Connection Call or Brand Hero interview and: 
 

• If you feel like there is some way that you can help more deeply, then 
observe to them what you saw and share your truth.  

• And, say something like this: “I think I can help, I don’t know for sure, but I 
think I may be able to support you with _________.” 

• Pause and see how they react.   

• Sense their energy and if they seem open to it, you may also want to say: 
“Would you like to hear about how I might be able to help?” 

• If they say yes, share a few things about what you are thinking and seeing 
is possible for them or how you might be able to help them.  

• Pause. See how they respond. Then, you may want to offer them a follow 
up conversation/sales call. Or, you may just want to continue to go deeper 
with them right then and there, if that’s the way the energy is flowing.  

Are you going to be daring in dating your warm market? If you want to be 
daring … 
 

• You sense there is interest. 

• Then, you say your version of: “In listening to what you are saying, I get 
the sense I might be able to help you with X … I don’t know if I can help 
you, but I think I can … do you want to hear more about that possibility?   

• If they say yes, then offer your free call. Refer to previous materials as to 
how you might phrase this. 

• Again, this applies to any call on which you sense interest 

• Connection Call, Brand hero, or something else. 

Reach out to people in unexpected ways 
 
1) On your FB personal page - If they like or comment on your post, reach out 

to them on FB messenger and write something like the following: “Thanks 
so much for the comment on the post. I really appreciate it. What was it that 
inspired you to comment (or, to like the post)?”  
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2) Genuinely want to know their reason. 

3) If you can help them, invite them on a call. Or, keep cultivating the 
connection if you feel a good energy.  

4) People who sign up for your free thing (webinar, ebook, etc) - reach out to 
each person personally to see how they liked it. 

Expand your warm market  
 
In addition to Brand Hero Interviews and Connection calls, start to define your 
prosperity paths: 
 

1. Through FB Personal Page – once daily posts and using stories from your 
personal life  

2. Join FB groups that contain your ideal clients and just start to get to know 
them 

3. Podcast 
4. Telesummit 
5. Facebook  
6. YouTube 
7. Instagram 
8. Webinars 
9. Challenges 
10. Free Trainings 
11. Asking for feedback through a pool or market research 
12. Networking events or social events - doesn’t have to be a business 

networking event. 
13. Talks and workshops in person and online 
14. Pick 3 FB groups that have ideal clients and are engaged. visible and 

present; once or twice a week post something useful so that people get to 
know you, like you and trust you.  

15. Start a meet up group. 
16. Go to networking events or social events 
17. Run FB ads (like webinar, this is a more complex and advanced strategy) 
18. Connect with people and be generous. When you hear a problem 

someone shares, help them. 
19. Stretch ideas:  

§ Identify a list of influencers you want to connect with and start 
connecting on social media. 

§ Do connection calls and find out how you can help them. 
§ Be so daring as to do brand hero interviews with them. 

 
Be creative; choose methods that you enjoy. Don’t choose things just because it 
seems as practical.  
 
Approach your warm market like dating!  
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• Some people freak out if you take it too fast. Some love it! Feel their 
energy. Follow it.  

• To maximize your chances of success … ASK A LOT OF PEOPLE OUT. 
 
This is just a start … there are lots of other ways … brainstorm and be creative! 
 
What not to do 
 
1) Don’t spam Facebook groups you have never posted in. 

2) Don’t post the same post in different FB groups all at the same time. 

3) Read the rules of FB group before interacting. 

4) Don’t call your friends and family and tell them why they need your coaching.  

5) Don’t assume that someone wants or needs your help. 

This is what can leave you feeling icky! 
 
Warm Letter: Send an e-mail to your network and include the following 3 
paragraphs: 
 
1) Paragraph 1 - Announce with excitement what you are up to 

a) Dear Friends & Family, I’m so excited to share with you that I have 
launched (make sure to use past tense as though you have already 
started, even if you haven’t officially started; makes you sound like you 
have a more legit business) a business coaching company. (fill in blank 
with your kind of company/business/mentorship)  

b) Then, share a bit about what you are up to. And, I’m reaching out to 
share this news with you because I’m so excited and because I’m looking 
for your support. (or, I’d love to have your support) 

2) Paragraph 2 - Share more specifically what you do.  

a) Even if you have never had a client before, you have already helped 
people create results for free, even if it’s family or friends. You can say 
something like the following.  

i) People I have worked with have experienced …  

ii) Some of the women I have supported in the past have experienced 
massive increases in confidence, attracting the love of their life, or 
getting a raise at work.  

iii) You can include a story or a testimonial.  

b) Have people understand the value of what it is like to work with you.  
Don’t make it too long. This is where you insert your proposition that you 
developed using the play sheets.  
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i) Example: In my business/coaching, I work with coaches, healers and 
consultants who want to get out of hobby mode and really start 
creating profit in their businesses. Where I excel most is working with 
clients who are making between anywhere  $1K - $3K and I help 
them double, triple their income by supporting them to create high-
end packages and getting really amazing at sales.  

3) Paragraph 3 - Call to Action - explain to people how they can support you. 

a) I would really love your support in spreading the word. So, if you or 
someone you know might be interested in my services, I’d love to chat 
with them. You can either sign up right here on my calendar. Or, if you 
know anyone who might be interested in what I’m offering, I’d love to 
have you introduce them to me at this e-mail. 

b) If people show interest and there is no follow up, you need to follow up.  

c) This is a fabulous way to let people know what you are doing and to get 
referrals! 

At networking event 
 
Here’s how the conversation could go:  
 

• You meet someone at a networking event and they ask - What do you do?  
o Example:  I help female coaches, speakers, authors, consultants 

and experts to enjoy sales and make the money they want without 
feeling icky and gross.  

o Example: I help women in midlife to age gracefully without doing 
anything artificial or fake. 
 

• How do you that?  I’m the creator of the Soul-driven Sales System. It’s my 
7-step proven formula that helps coaches, speakers, experts, authors, 
consultants, to enroll dream clients without having to convince or 
persuade. 
 

• How does that work?  Well to really take you through my process, it would 
take me about 45 minutes to an hour and we don’t have time for that right 
now since we are at this event. However, I’m great friends with the 
speaker, so I’d love to offer you a gift, it’s my Epic Dream Accelerator 
session, where I’ll walk you through my process and show you how to 
make the money you want to make during the next 6-12 months. And, If I 
can help you get from where you are to where you want to go, that’s cool. 
And, if I not, that’s fine too.  I think I can help, I don’t know, but I think I 
can. Do you want to explore that?   

 
• Then, book the call right there. Cool, when works for you? 
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Another Great Way to Say What You Do 
 
Step One: Please answer 
 
1) Who do you serve? (Niche) 

2) What are the problems the people you serve are facing? (Narrowing niche 
further)? 

3) Why are they facing these problems? (Main reason they have this problem) 

4) What is a limiting belief that they hold? (Limiting Belief) 

5) How can you make the problems better? (Action) 

6) Why does fixing the problems matter? (Remember to think about what your 
client will be able to do as a result of fixing these problems.) 

Answer these questions, and we use them to tap into another way to say what 
you do. 

Step Two - Fill in the blanks “What I Do” Statement 

I work with (insert answer to Question 1) who (insert answer to Question 2). 
[Keep this short - don't list all problems, just a few.] because (insert answer to 
Question 3). They/you might even think that (insert answer to Question 
4).Together we (insert answer to Question 5), so that they/you can (insert answer 
to Question 6). 

I work with high achieving women 35-55 who have despite having checked all the 
boxes of the formula for surefire success, instead of feeling successful, they feel 
depressed and trapped because they are living in a prison they built for 
themselves.  They might even think they aren't worthy of fulfilling their needs and 
desires. Together, we get them reconnected to their divine desires and living an 
open and free life inside which they feel fully supported, honored and connected 
to their Shakthi Fire. 

I work with millennial women who are depressed and have lost their passion and 
zest for life because they have sold out on their dreams.  They might even think 
they need to just buck up and accept that this is as good as life gets. Together, 
we develop an ecstatic life map that clears the pain so that they can experience 
life-gases and realize their epic dreams. 

I work with millennial women who have never experienced orgasm or have a lot 
of difficulty experiencing it because of body-mind disconnect.  And, they are 
terrified that they may never be able to experience that sweet, juicy relief 
regularly. Together, we find the root cause of their difficulty and clear it using a 
unique blend of modern and ancient transformative sexuality practices so that 
they can regularly experience mind-blowing orgasms. 
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I work with amazing business owners -- like you who are great at what they do, 
but have a harder time attracting clients. You think you might need to learn a bit 
about sales, but that feels ‘icky’ to you. Together you and I can develop an 
authentic selling strategy that removes the sleaze from selling so that you can 
close more clients, make more money and make a difference in the lives of 
others. 

I work with visionary women entrepreneurs – like you who are great at what they 
do, but you have a harder time attracting your divine right clients.  And, even if 
you did attract them, the idea of selling to them makes you (very) uncomfortable. 
Together you and I develop a step-by-step plan to go from vision to lucrative 
business, so that you can magnetize your dream clients, learn to sell to that list in 
an authentic way and make consistent income doing the transformative work you 
were born to do. 

Homeplay – Write this Version of your What I Do Statement 
 
Essentials: Do this over the next few months 
 
Next Level:  Get this going as soon as you can   
 
Post your statement in the Facebook group  
 


